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79,810 families have displaced due to the crisis in anbar*

78% of sites had IDp families intending to return to their place of origin

52% of IDps in sites assessed were under the age of 25; 42/58 was the 
average male/female ratio among anbar Crisis IDps

751 families had undergone secondary displacements

34,000 children at risk, including those subject to labor and those with-
out access to education

29% of assessed sites had insufficient access to safe drinking water
27% of assessed sites did not have clean water for needs other than 
drinking
25% of assessed sites had IDps with insufficient toilets in residences

7,085 families have displaced due to flooding in abu ghraib and Fallujah

56% of IDps assessed outside of anbar were renting

53% of IDps assessed inside anbar were living with host families
20% of IDps inside anbar who were hosted were living with non-relatives

260 usD was the average rental cost paid per month by IDps

20% of sites assessed did not have functioning health services
55% of sites assessed had public centers without adequate medical 
supplies
49% of sites assessed had inadequate health facilities for IDp women

177 schools in sites assessed were hosting IDp families
51% of sites assessed did not have IDp children attending primary school
Insufficient documentation was the most common reason for non-
attendance

66% of sites assessed had anbar Crisis IDps unable to afford food

29% of sites assessed had anbar Crisis IDps unable to access food and 
formula for infants

76% of sites assessed had anbar Crisis IDps with insufficient cash

52% of sites assessed had IDps without bedding and appropriate 
cooking equipment

24 assessed sites in Baghdad had restrictions on the movement of IDps
33 of 116 sites assessed in anbar had law enforced by other parties or 
militias
In anbar, IDps are still unable to officially register their displacement

*these figures are not inclusive of the majority of families displaced due to the flooding in abu ghraib and Fallujah. the estimated IDp population inclusive of flooding is 85,000 families.



•66% of all identified IDps were located in anbar
•Fallujah and heet districts hold 30,402 IDp families
•IDp population increased by 5,049 families in may; 740 of 
which displaced due to the flooding
•68% of IDps Iraq-wide were from Fallujah, 21% were from 
ramadi
•the presence of family/friends was the primary pull 
factors for IDps in 52% of sites
•53% of assessed IDps were hosted, 17% were renting, and 
10% lived in abandoned buildings or public spaces
•20,698 IDps were living in 162 schools in 75 locations 
•91% of sites had shelters for IDps in poor condition

•85% of sites assessed had insufficient toilets and showers 
in IDp residences, poor quality drinking water, and 
insufficient water for needs other than drinking
•50% of sites (primarily in haditha, heet, and ramadi) had 
non-functioning health services
•96% of sites had public health centers with a lack of 
medical supplies
•76% of sites had IDps not attending primary school
•IDps could not afford to buy food in 97% of sites assessed
•IDps were without cooking/eating materials in 99% of 
sites assessed
•IDps did not feel safe in 13 sites assessed (7 in ramadi)
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aNBar - 52,697 FamIlIes

BaghDaD - 9,433 FamIlIes

erBIl - 3,328 FamIlIes

salah al-DIN - 5,540 FamIlIes

sulaymaNIyah - 4,067 FamIlIes

•12% of IDps were in Baghdad, primarily in abu ghraib 
and Karkh districts
•6,000 additional IDp families displaced due to flooding in 
abu ghraib district
•516 less IDp families in the governorate in may than in 
april; nearly all have left from abu ghraib
•the presence of a similar ethnosectarian group was the 
primary pull factor for IDps in 49% of sites
•32% of those with serious medical conditions and 22% of 
female-headed households were located in Baghdad

•56% of assessed IDps were being hosted, while 41% were 
renting; the average monthly rent was 279 usD
•462 IDps were living in collective shelters or informal 
settlements in 4 districts
•21% of sites assessed had poor quality drinking water 
and public health centers with a lack of medical supplies
•64% of sites had IDps without sufficient bedding material
•24 sites had IDps unable to move freely from the area
•IDps did not feel safe in 6 locations in Karkh district
•27% of sites assessed had not received assistance

•7% of IDps were in salah al-Din, primarily in samarra and 
tikrit districts
•230 families displaced due to the flooding were identified 
in salah al-Din and 24 secondary displaced families from 
Kirkuk were identified in the tikrit district
•the presence of family/friends was the primary pull factor 
for IDps in 62% of sites
•21% of survivors/those at risk of violence were in salah 
al-Din, primarily tikrit district
•69% of assessed IDps were renting, and 13% were hosted; 
average monthly rent was 300 usD

•782 IDps in Baiji district were living in a collective town, 
500 in tikrit were in abandoned buildings/public spaces, 
300 in samarra were in a collective shelter, and 100 IDps 
were living in 11 schools in 6 sites in tikrit 
•IDps were not attending primary school in 98% of sites 
assessed
•80% of sites assessed had non-functioning health 
services, primarily in tikrit, Baiji, and al-Daur districts
•IDps could not afford to buy food in 95% of sites assessed
•14 sites had not received assistance

•5% of IDps were in sulaymaniyah, primarily in 
sulaymaniyah district; increase of 720 families in may
•good security was the primary pull factor for IDps in 
97% of sites
•16% of children at risk and 58% of survivors/those at 
risk of violence were in sulaymaniyah
•97% of IDps were renting; the average monthly rent 
was 392 usD
•IDps were not attending primary school in 89% of sites
•IDps could not afford to buy food in 88% of sites

•4% of IDps were in erbil, primarily in shaqlawa and erbil 
districts
•good security was the primary pull factor for IDps in 80% 
of sites
•45% of assessed IDps were in hotels, and 44% were 
renting; average monthly rent was 406 usD, the highest 
Iraq-wide
•75% of those renting did not have a rental agreement
•IDps were not attending primary school in 97% of sites
•IDps could not afford to buy food in 93% of sites

results summary



bACkgRounD
the Displacement tracking matrix (Dtm) is an 
information management tool developed by the 
International Organization for migration to gather 
baseline information on displaced populations 
and the conditions in the areas in which they have 
temporarily settled. the Dtm has been rolled out 
in over 30 countries including haiti, pakistan, mali, 
the philippines, and south sudan. the Dtm was first 
implemented in Iraq in 2006 to track the movements 
of IDps during the wave of sectarian violence.

since late December 2013, tens of thousands of 
families have fled their homes in anbar governorate, 
where recent clashes between militant groups and 
Iraqi security Forces have destabilized the area. 
In coordination with the humanitarian Country 
team in Iraq (hCt), the Iraqi ministry of migration 
and Displacement (momD) and other interested 
parties, IOm Iraq is implementing the Dtm to 
support the overall efforts of the hCt as outlined 
in the 2014 Iraq strategic response plan (srp). the 
srp addresses the coordinated response of dozens 
of hCt partners to the anbar Crisis for a six month 
period, beginning in February 2014 and ending in 
July 2014. after each round of the Dtm assessment 
and implementation there is a period for evaluation 
to allow for continual improvement. the Dtm is a 
flexible instrument, adaptable to diverse situations, 
changing information needs, and external feedback.

the u.s. state Department’s Bureau of population, 
refugees, and migration (prm) has provided 
initial funding for the Dtm through the project 
“emergency response addressing Iraqi Internally 
Displaced persons (IDps) from Violence Originating 
in anbar governorate.” Continued donor support of 
the Dtm is essential in the design of an appropriate 
humanitarian response that will meet the evolving 
needs of IDps and population affected by the 
crisis. therefore, IOm continues to share up to date 
information with interested parties and pursue 
additional donor partnerships to enable the mission 
to obtain full funding for the Dtm. 

In addition to the Dtm, IOm plays a pivotal role as co-
lead of the shelter and Non-Food Item (NFI) cluster, 
continuing to distribute emergency relief supplies 
to those most in need throughout the country. 
since January 2014, the mission has delivered 8,255 
NFI kits to the most vulnerable of anbar Crisis IDps 
across 9 governorates. as a trusted distributing 
partner IOm Iraq has also facilitated the distribution 
of 15,122 individual food parcels on behalf of the 

world Food program (wFp) to IDp families identified 
as food insecure within the governorate of anbar. 

the methodology of the Dtm in Iraq has been 
two-fold; the first stage involves the identification 
of displaced populations, through a network 
of community-level key informants (KI), momD 
registration data, and information provided by 
other agencies. In the second stage, locations are 
validated, assessed, and profiled to gain a detailed 
understanding of the situation for IDps. the process 
of identifying, validating, and assessing locations 
will be cyclical, lasting one to two months, in order 
to best track the continued movements and overall 
trends of the displaced population at the location 
and the governorate level, as the situation evolves.

In each successive round of implementation, the 
two stage process will continue; new locations 
identified as hosting IDps will be documented, 
and all or a sample of identified sites (both new 
and those from previous rounds) will be (re)
assessed. as displacement sites are assessed, IOm 
staff continually work to improve the utility of the 
information gathered. with a newly introduced 
amendment of the Dtm methodology, IOm Iraq 
provides a confidence rating to each location profile. 
the data is rated on numerous factors including; 
the number of KIs used, discrepancies between 
information received, accessibility of location, and 
personal ability to validate the information received.  

In the first month of the Dtm’s implementation, 
march 2014, IOm identified a total of 66,184 IDp 
families across Iraq in 585 locations. the majority of 
the IDps were displaced within anbar; however, due 
to security concerns, it was not possible to validate 
or fully assess these identified locations. In the 
subsequent month, displacement due to the anbar 
Crisis continued and IOm identified a total of 71,178 
IDp families in 825 locations nationwide. as the Dtm 
continued through a third month of assessment, 
IOm identified 79,810 IDp families in 840 locations. 
From the end of may, the majority of the identified 
population still resides in anbar; 52,697 IDp families 
are hosted in 222 sites. through may, IOm field 
monitors were able to validate and access a total 
of 296 sites which included 125 reassessments of 
locations from the preceding month. Inclusive of 
these 296 assessed sites, 66 locations are within 
anbar governorate as access improved. 
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bACkgRounD
Due to difficulties enumerating families displaced 
due to the flooding in abu ghraib and Fallujah on 
the smallest location level, the IDp figures from 
may by and large do not include those displaced 
in late april and may due to the flooding.  the 
hCt estimates that over 12,000 families have 
displaced from the flooding, while IOm field staff 
have been able to identify the locations of more 
than 7,000 families on the subdistrict level in 6 
governorates of Iraq.  It should be noted that the 
figures published throughout this report may not 
be fully representative of the total IDp population, 
specifically those displaced from the flooding.

the Dtm endeavors to become a complete 
information source and an effective monitoring 
tool, however, access limitations must be 
considered alongside the complex and fluid 
nature of the displacement seen in Iraq today. the 
cyclical methodology of the Dtm caters for these 
constraints and will provide a continual snapshot of 
displacement sites and populations throughout Iraq. 
IOm strives to increase the Dtm coverage though 
each successive round of assessments where the 

security situation permits. the extent of the crisis has 
led to a steady increase in the number of identified 
displacement sites; due to this IOm will conduct 
the upcoming round of assessments through a two 
month period (June and July), therefore the next 
overview report will be published at the end of July. 
this will allow for better and extensive coverage of 
displaced sites, to present a representative picture 
of the needs of those displaced due to the anbar 
Crisis. 

this report presents the findings for the third month 
of the Dtm for the crisis in anbar, conducted in 
may 2014. In addition and as the Dtm continues 
to accumulate data from previous rounds of 
assessment, this report has aggregated the data 
from assessments in april with the most recent 
assessments in may, where applicable. this has 
allowed for analysis of a large sample and boosted 
coverage to over 50% of identified sites within 
anbar and 78% of the identified sites outside of 
anbar.  Below is a table detailing identified sites and 
families, as compared to the number of sites and 
families (re)assessed through april and may. 

DIsplacement trackIng matrIx - maY 2014

gOVerNOrate
total 

Identified 
sites

total 
Identified 
Families*

assessed 
sites (april)

assessed 
sites (may)

Through April and May
total distinct 

assessed sites**
total distinct 

assessed families

anbar 222 52697 50 66 116 42017
Babylon 41 235 39 31 37 235
Baghdad 174 9433 108 63 169 8297
Basrah 34 50 4 4 8 12
Dahuk 25 520 22 25 28 561
Diyala 12 120 7 8 8 120
erbil 26 3328 29 26 29 3393
Kerbala 17 600 15 16 16 600
Kirkuk 28 2665 10 6 16 1184
missan 3 6 2 0 2 2
Najaf 20 138 20 15 20 133
Ninewa 33 311 9 0 9 43
Qadissiya 10 40 8 8 9 39
salah al-Din 98 5540 52 3 55 2261
sulaymaniyah 67 4067 54 16 65 4031
thi Qar 12 27 10 1 11 25
wassit 18 33 10 8 18 33
IraQ 840 79810 449 296 616 62986
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*these figures are not inclusive of the majority of families displaced due to the flooding in abu ghraib and Fallujah. the estimated IDp population inclusive of flooding is 85,000 families.
**Due to secondary displacement, some sites may no longer contain anbar Crisis IDps.



flooDIng of Abu gHRAIb AnD fAllujAH

Fallujah district of Anbar, late April 2014.
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In February 2014 armed groups took control of a 
dam 5km from Fallujah City in anbar.  through april 
these armed groups manipulated the dam, which 
regulates the flow of the euphrates river through 
12 gates, by closing the 8 gates controlling the 
water to the south and opening the 4 gates feeding 
irrigation channels supplying abu ghraib. Due to 
this action severe flooding occurred in areas of 
abu ghraib district of Baghdad and Fallujah district 
of anbar, causing farmers to abandon inundated 
agricultural land and thousands to flee their 
homes. as of the end of may, IOm had identified 
7,085 families displaced from flooding in 6 of the 
18 governorates within Iraq:  anbar, Baghdad, 
Diyala, Kerbala, Qadissiya and salah al-Din. as key 
informants in abu ghraib found it very difficult to 
provide the location to the smallest level of those 
displaced from flooding, these 7,000 families by 
and large have not been included in may’s figures 
of identified anbar Crisis IDps, which currently tops 
79,000 families. 

reportedly, flood waters have begun to recede, 
but the damage caused to thousands of acres of 
agricultural land and houses has yet to be fully 
understood. IOm Iraq will continue to assess 
the situation on the ground, in order to gain 
a comprehensive picture of the new wave of 
displacement resulting from recent flooding. 

though nearly all families displaced by the flooding 
have been displaced within anbar and Baghdad, 
salah al-Din hosts over 200 families, most of whom 
have settled in samarra, tikrit, and al-shirqat 

district. the Kerbala governorate has received 12 
families from abu ghraib due to the flooding; these 
families are primarily staying with relatives, and 
have stated that they would like to return as soon 
as the flood waters have receded. they have also 
indicated that they are aware of the burden they are 
putting on their host families. In the governorate 
of Qadissiya 100 families arrived from abu ghraib 
and have settled in the al-Dewaniya district. Finally 
Diyala received 3 families coming from abu ghraib 
in its Bani saad subdistrict. 

IOm identified anbar as hosting 740 families 
displaced due to the flood; 284 families are from 
Fallujah and 456 are from abu ghraib. the majority 
of these families (400) have settled in the district 
of heet, followed by haditha and al-rutba with 
180 families and 100 families respectively. smaller 
numbers of displaced families have also been 
recorded as settling in ra’ua with 50 families and al 
Qaim with 10 families seeking refuge there. as flood 
waters begin to recede in anbar, massive damage 
to agricultural land, crops, and other property and 
possessions is being revealed.

FamIlIes DIsplaCeD FrOm 
FlOODINg IDeNtIFIeD IN 6 
gOVerNOrates

7,085



within the governorate of Baghdad, approximately 
40 agricultural villages in the sub-districts of ghan 
Dhari and al Nasr and al salam (of abu ghraib) 
have been inundated with water; more than 6,000 
families have been affected directly and displaced 
to other areas of the district. as the water levels 
begin to recede, there has been an increase in the 
number of swamp areas in the district. although 
the government is working to pump the water from 
these swamps, the lack of a sewerage network, 
combined with sitting water in swamp areas, 
has reportedly led to the spread of diseases such 
as cholera, diarrhea, measles and skin diseases 
according to the head of the local council. there 
has been significant damage to property and 
possessions along with damage to electrical lines; 
furthermore, several houses have been completely 
destroyed as a result of being submerged in the 
flood waters for a month.  

livelihoods have been affected negatively by the 
flooding, as the floods caused massive damage 
to agricultural land during the harvest season of 
potatoes, tomatoes and okra, and therefore income 
from these crops could not be generated. many 
of the families forced to leave their properties, 
land and livestock to seek safety in areas not 
affected by the flooding have not been able to 
gain employment and therefore secure an income 
in the host communities. the flood has also led 

to the death of a significant number of livestock, 
approximately 10,000. some of the families 
displaced within Baghdad have been forced to 
sell their remaining livestock at cheap prices due 
to their lack of financial resources along with no 
longer having suitable land to feed their livestock 
due to the flooding.

as the flood waters recede, the extent of the 
permanent damage to families’ source of livelihood 
and homes remains to be seen. Nonetheless, it 
remains that financial aid and livelihood assistance, 
as well as food and non-food items, are high priority 
needs for those families directly impacted by the 
flooding. IOm and the international community, 
in coordination with Iraqi officials, will seek to 
continue to respond to the needs of these families. 

flooDIng of Abu gHRAIb AnD fAllujAH
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CurreNt lOCatION # OF FamIlIes DIsplaCeD Due tO FlOODINg 
(IOm-identified)

aNBar 740
    al-rutba 100
    al-Qa’im 10
    haditha 180
    ra’ua 50
    heet 400
BaghDaD 6,000
    abu ghraib Center 850
    ghan Dhari subdistrict, abu ghraib 1,900
    al Nasr and al salam subdistrict, abu ghraib 2,600
DIyala 3
KerBala 12
QaDIssIya 100

salah al-DIN 230

IraQ 7,085

IOm Iraq will continue to assess the 
situation on the ground, in order to gain 

a comprehensive picture of displacement 
resulting from the recent flooding.

through round IV of the Dtm’s 
implementation, IOm will strive 

to incorporate all flooded-related 
displacement into its analysis of the overall 

situation facing anbar Crisis IDps.



MIgRATIon TRenDS

Over the last 5 months, close to 500,000 people have fled ongoing violence in the Iraqi governorate of 
anbar and the surrounding area. IOm has been able to identify 79,810 families currently in 840 different 
locations throughout Iraq, excluding the majority of families identified as having displaced due to flooding. 
a large proportion of internally displaced people (IDp) have displaced within their original district, 
whether that be from ramadi or Fallujah, from which nearly all IDps originate. therefore, 66% of identified 
IDps were located within anbar, followed by Baghdad with 12%, salah al-Din with 7%, sulaymaniyah (5%), 
erbil (4%), and Kirkuk (3%). Notably, the governorates of anbar, Kirkuk, and sulaymaniyah all saw sizeable 
increases in their IDp population in may. 
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IDeNtIFIeD aNBar CrIsIs IDps aND lOCatIONs*

Al‐Rutba

Najaf

Al‐Salman

Hatra

Baiji

Kut

Heet

Ana

Al‐Ka'im

Al‐Ba'aj

Ra'ua

Ramadi

Amara

Al‐Zubair

Sinjar

Baladrooz

Badra

Kifri

Mosul

Telafar

Falluja

Afaq

Erbil

Tikrit

Akre

Haditha

Tooz

Soran

Khanaqin

Al‐Daur

Nassriya

Daquq

Kalar

Kirkuk

Amedi

Al‐Rifa'i

Makhmur

Al‐Hai

Fao

Hamza

Kerbala

Ali Al‐Gharbi

Balad

Dokan

Chamchamal
Al‐Hawiga

Al‐Azezia

Diwaniya

Zakho

Samarra

Koisnjaq

Al‐Maimouna

Sumel

Al‐Qurna

Al‐Khidhir

Al‐Shatra

Tilkaif

Halabja

Al‐Mahawil

Pshdar

Sharbazher

Shaqlawa

Dabes

Sulaymaniya

Al‐Thethar

Al‐Suwaira

Al‐Chibayish

Mada'in

Mergasur

Al‐Rumaitha

Basrah

Al‐Fares

Dahuk

Hashimiya

Al‐Khalis

Rania

Al‐Shirqat

Penjwin

Al‐Hamdaniya

Al‐Shikhan

Al‐Kahla

Kufa

Ain Al‐Tamur

Suq Al‐Shoyokh

Mahmoudiya

Al‐Na'maniya

Choman

Al‐Muqdadiya

Qal'at Saleh

Al‐Samawa

Tarmia

Al‐Midaina

Hilla

Shatt Al‐Arab

Al‐Hindiya

Abu Al‐Khaseeb

Ba'quba

Al‐Musayab

Karkh

Al‐Mejar Al‐Kabi

Al‐Shamiya

Abu Ghraib

Al‐Manathera

Darbandihkan

Kadhmiyah
Adhamiya

Al Resafa
Thawra 1

Anbar

Najaf

Ninewa

Muthanna

Erbil

Diyala

Wassit

Basrah

Missan

Salah al‐Din

Thi‐Qar

Kirkuk

Dahuk

Sulaymaniyah

Babil

Qadissiya

Kerbala

Baghdad Identified IDP Families

0 ‐ 20

21 ‐ 100

101 ‐ 1000

1001 ‐ 3000

3001 ‐ 21000

#* Identified IDP Site

Figures as of 31 May 2014

Mada'in

Mahmoudiya

Tarmia

Karkh
Abu Ghraib

KadhmiyahAdhamiya

Al Resafa

Thawra 1

IOM IRAQ Displacement Tracking Matrix | DTM Round III Map May2014 
Identified Locations and IDP Populations due to the Anbar Crisis 

Governorate
Identified
IDP Sites

Identified
Families

Anbar 222 52,697
Babylon 41 235
Baghdad 174 9,433
Basrah 34 50
Dahuk 25 520
Diyala 12 120
Erbil 26 3,328
Kerbala 17 600
Kirkuk 28 2,665
Missan 3 6
Najaf 20 138
Ninewa 33 311
Qadissiya 10 40
Salah al‐Din 98 5,540
Sulaymaniyah 67 4,067
Thi‐Qar 12 27
Wassit 18 33
Grand Total 840 79,810

aNBar CrIsIs IDp FamIlIes 
IDeNtIFIeD*

79,810

840
sItes hOstINg aNBar CrIsIs IDp 
FamIlIes IDeNtIFIeD*

aNBar CrIsIs IDp INDIVIDuals 
IDeNtIFIeD*

Identified IDP Families

0 ‐ 20

21 ‐ 100

101 ‐ 1000

1001 ‐ 3000

3001 ‐ 21000

#* Identified IDP Site

Figures as of 30 Apr 2014

IOM IRAQ DTM Round II
IDP Families and Locations Identified Due to Anbar Crisis

Governorate
Identified 
IDP Sites

Identified IDP 
Families

Anbar 207 47,157
Babylon 46 224
Baghdad 183 8,910
Basrah 33 48
Dahuk 22 482
Diyala 14 135
Erbil 31 3,223
Kerbala 20 855
Kirkuk 26 1,834
Missan 3 4
Najaf 20 141
Ninewa 34 276
Qadissiya 11 61
Salah al‐Din 95 5,217
Sulaymaniyah 56 2,565
Thi‐Qar 11 25
Wassit 13 21
Grand Total 825 71,178

Mada'in

Mahmoudiya

Tarmia

Karkh
Abu Ghraib

KadhmiyahAdhamiya

Al Resafa

Thawra 1

Al‐Rutba

Najaf

Al‐Salman

Hatra

Baiji

Kut

Heet

Ana

Al‐Ka'im

Al‐Ba'aj

Ra'ua

Ramadi

Amara

Al‐Zubair

Sinjar

Baladrooz

Badra

Kifri

Mosul

Telafar

Falluja

Afaq

Erbil

Tikrit

Akre

Haditha

Tooz

Soran

Khanaqin

Al‐Daur

Nassriya

Daquq

Kalar

Kirkuk

Amedi

Al‐Rifa'i

Makhmur

Al‐Hai

Fao

Hamza

Kerbala

Ali Al‐Gharbi

Balad

Dokan

Chamchamal
Al‐Hawiga

Al‐Azezia

Diwaniya

Zakho

Samarra

Koisnjaq

Al‐Maimouna

Sumel

Al‐Qurna

Al‐Khidhir

Al‐Shatra

Tilkaif

Halabja

Al‐Mahawil

Pshdar

Sharbazher

Shaqlawa

Dabes

Sulaymaniya

Al‐Thethar

Al‐Suwaira

Al‐Chibayish

Mada'in

Mergasur

Al‐Rumaitha

Basrah

Al‐Fares

Dahuk

Hashimiya

Al‐Khalis

Rania

Al‐Shirqat

Penjwin

Al‐Hamdaniya

Al‐Shikhan

Al‐Kahla

Kufa

Ain Al‐Tamur

Suq Al‐Shoyokh

Mahmoudiya

Al‐Na'maniya

Choman

Al‐Muqdadiya

Qal'at Saleh

Al‐Samawa

Tarmia

Al‐Midaina

Hilla

Shatt Al‐Arab

Al‐Hindiya

Abu Al‐Khaseeb

Ba'quba

Al‐Musayab

Karkh

Al‐Mejar Al‐Kabi

Al‐Shamiya

Abu Ghraib

Al‐Manathera

Darbandihkan

Kadhmiyah
Adhamiya

Al Resafa
Thawra 1

Anbar

Najaf

Ninewa

Muthanna

Erbil

Diyala

Wassit

Basrah

Missan

Salah al‐Din

Thi‐Qar

Kirkuk

Dahuk

Sulaymaniyah

Babil

Qadissiya

Kerbala

Baghdad

478,860

*these figures are not inclusive of the majority of families displaced due to the flooding in abu ghraib and Fallujah. the estimated IDp population inclusive of flooding is 85,000 families.
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IDeNtIFIeD aNBar CrIsIs DIsplaCemeNt OVer tIme

IDp families displaced within anbar

IDp families displaced outside of anbar

January 2014 February 2014 march 2014 april 2014

26,385

4,806
28,306

17,366
44,352

21,832

26,362

47,648

78%
aNBar CrIsIs IDps 
INteNDeD tO returN 
tO theIr plaCe OF 
OrIgIN IN

OF sItes assesseD

as indicated by the chart above, the number of newly displaced anbar Crisis IDps has reduced considerably 
in the last two months. while in the first 3 months of 2014 through to the end of march, 66,184 IDp families 
were identified, in the last two months only 13,500 new IDp families have been noted by IOm. this figure, 
however, does not include the vast majority of those families displaced due to the flooding in abu ghraib. 
If IOm estimates of more than 7,000 families displaced due to the flooding are taken into account, this 
brings the total number of IDp families due to the anbar Crisis to at least 85,000. 

anbar Crisis IDps wished to return to their place of origin in 78% of sites assessed in april and may. Families 
were waiting on one or several factors to decide their intentions in 17% of sites. IDps wanted to locally 
integrate in 2% of sites, resettle in a third location in 2% of sites, and return to a previous area of displacement 
in 1% of sites. Interestingly, in the governorates of Babylon, sulaymaniyah, thi-Qar, and wassit, IDps wished 
to return to their place of origin at a much lower rate than the Iraq-wide average. For these governorates, 
IDps were waiting to decide their intentions in 55% of sites. Based on the findings from the 616 sites 
assessed in april and may, there 
does not appear to be a correlation 
between reason for displacement and 
migration intentions. as well, there is 
no significant difference in intentions 
between those IDps who displaced 
from Fallujah and those who displaced 
from ramadi.

tOtal FamIlIes

31,191

45,674

66,184

74,010

may 2014

79,810

27,113

52,697
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CurreNt 
lOCatION

DIstrICt OF OrIgIN tOtal 
assesseD 

IDp 
FamIlIes

Fallujah ramadi al-
Qa’im

al-
rutba ana haditha heet abu 

ghraib

Fallujah 14445 987 311 154 - - - - 15987
ramadi 761 6656 - - - - - - 7417
heet 7843 2382 45 - - - - 75 10345
al-rutba 1890 869 - - - - - - 2759
ana 1219 477 - - - - - - 1696
haditha 1607 650 - - - - - 80 2337
al-Qa’im 459 262 - - - - - - 721
ra’ua 553 292 - - - - - - 845
aNBar 28777 12575 356 154 - - - 155 42017
Babylon 120 113 - - - - 2 - 235
Baghdad 4178 4043 - - 68 8 - - 8297
Basrah 5 4 - 1 - - 2 - 12
Dahuk 520 41 - - - - - - 561
Diyala 53 67 - - - - - - 120
erbil 2303 1090 - - - - - - 3393
Kerbala 589 11 - - - - - - 600
Kirkuk 1184 - - - - - - - 1184
missan 1 1 - - - - - - 2
Najaf 100 33 - - - - - - 133
Ninewa 33 10 - - - - - - 43
Qadissiya 28 11 - - - - - - 39
salah al-Din 2026 235 - - - - - - 2261
sulaymaniyah 2883 1148 - - - - - - 4031
thi Qar 24 1 - - - - - - 25
wassit 26 6 - - 1 - - - 33
OutsIDe 
aNBar 14073 6834 - 1 69 8 4 155 20969

IraQ-wIDe 42850 19409 356 155 69 8 4 155 62986

Consistent with the findings of the Dtm from march and april 2014, IDps have nearly all originated from 
Fallujah and ramadi districts of anbar. 68% of IDps from sites assessed Iraq-wide in april and may were 
originally from Fallujah district, while 21% were from ramadi district. singularly, Fallujah district hosts 
a larger number of IDps than any other district of anbar or other governorate of Iraq with over 17,000 
families, the vast majority of which are from elsewhere in the district. heet district hosts the second largest 
population, 25% of the IDps within anbar. Overall, anbar is host to 52,697 IDp families identified by IOm 
as living in 222 sites. 



FamIlIes speNt aN aVerage OF         
               weeKs IN theIr preVIOus 
               DIsplaCemeNt lOCatION
               BeFOre mOVINg agaIN
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SeConDARy DISplACeMenT

assesseD FamIlIes haVe 
DIsplaCeD mOre thaN 
ONCe 751

5
X X X

It has been common for IDp families to face several displacements from when they first fled from their 
home. In the 296 sites assessed in may, IOm identified 751 families in erbil, Kerbala, salah al-Din, wassit, 
and Baghdad who had displaced more than once since the anbar Crisis began. the vast majority were 
located in Kerbala, a governorate bordering anbar’s Fallujah district. 60 families had first displaced within 
Fallujah for 5 weeks before coming to Kerbala, while the other 503 secondary displaced families lived 
elsewhere in Kerbala for 4-6 weeks before moving to their present location in the governorate.  67 families 
in shaqlawa district of erbil had first displaced for 1 week to elsewhere in the governorate before coming 
to shaqlawa, while 25 families in erbil district had most recently come from spending 1-3 weeks in either 
Karkh district of Baghdad or tikrit district of salah al-Din. 24 families had initially displaced to Kirkuk district 
of Kirkuk before coming to the tikrit district of salah al-Din, and 72 families first displaced to erbil district of 
erbil and spent 10-11 weeks there before recently settling in Karkh district of Baghdad. 

Overall IOm identified that 164 families had displaced twice since the beginning of the anbar Crisis, while 
563 families had been displaced three times. while the majority of families had spent 5 weeks in their 
previous location of displacement, 25% of families had spent 1 month or less in their previous location, 
and 21% spent over 6 weeks in their first displacement. this secondary displacement is indicative of the 
difficult living conditions that anbar Crisis IDps are facing during their displacement, forcing them to seek 
out better options elsewhere.

IOm has identified 867 sites throughout Iraq that are currently holding or have hosted anbar Crisis IDps; 
of these, 27 sites no longer host anbar Crisis IDps due to secondary displacement; as a result there are 
currently 840 identified locations across Iraq that host anbar Crisis IDps. Combined with the data collected 
on secondary displaced IDps, it can be concluded that 
some IDps are moving multiple times during their 
displacement to obtain better shelter, services, or 
security. 8 locations in Baghdad (3 in adhamia district, 
2 in al resafa, 1 in abu ghraib, 1 in Kadhimiya, and 1 in 
Karkh) were identified in april as having a total of 145 
IDp families; in may, these 8 sites no longer contained 
any IDp families. this trend was also noted in 6 sites 
in Bablyon (mostly in al-mahawil district), 3 sites in 
Dahuk (mostly in Zakho district), 3 sites in erbil (mostly 
in erbil district), as well as in 2 sites in Kerbala district 
of Kerbala. In total, 564 IDp families have completely 
vacated 27 sites as of may 2014. 

Overall, 6 governorates have seen a decrease in 
the number of identified IDps between april and 
may: Babylon (30 less families), Baghdad (516 less), 
Diyala (11 less), Kerbala (122 less), Najaf (10 less), and 
Qadissiya (3 less). as it has been reported that families 
are not returning to their places of origin as the 
violence continues in anbar, it is assumed that these 
families have begun a secondary displacement in 
another area of Iraq. In Baghdad, the largest decrease 
was seen in the governorate of abu ghraib, which is 
to be expected considering the massive displacement 
in this district due to flooding. IOm, with further 
amendments to the Dtm methodology, plans to 
better track and map the secondary movements of 
IDps as the anbar Crisis continues.  
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In may, the Dtm expanded its questionnaire to include information on push and pull factors for anbar 
Crisis IDps. Of the assessed locations in may, 90% of the 296 locations stated that the primary reason that 
anbar Crisis IDps in the location had displaced was generalized violence and armed conflict. Five percent 
(5%) of sites noted that IDps had been evacuated or displaced by the government, and in 4% it was 
noted that IDps had displaced due to direct threats on the family. In the remaining 1% of sites, IDps had 
displaced because a family member had been killed in the violence.  evacuated IDps were concentrated 
in the al-mahawil district of Babylon and were equally from Fallujah and ramadi districts of anbar, while 
IDps displaced due to direct threats were nearly all from ramadi district and had primarily fled to Karkh 
district of Baghdad. there did not appear to be a correlation between date of displacement and reason 
for displacing. 

By vast majority, anbar Crisis IDps were attracted to their area of displacement due to good security and 
the presence of family or friends in the location. In 46% of sites assessed in may, good security was seen 
as the primary pull factor for IDps to the location, and in 43% of sites, the presence of family or friends was 
the key attracting force. IDps were attracted by good security primarily in Baghdad, anbar, Dahuk, erbil, 
and sulaymaniyah. the presence of family or friends pulled IDps to sites in anbar, Babylon, Baghdad, and 
Najaf. 

puSH AnD pull fACToRS

aNBar CrIsIs IDps 
haD DIsplaCeD Due 
tO geNeralIZeD 
VIOleNCe IN

90%
OF sItes assesseD

aNBar CrIsIs IDps 
ChOse theIr CurreNt 
lOCatION BeCause OF 
gOOD seCurIty IN

46%
OF sItes assesseD

aNBar CrIsIs IDps 
ChOse theIr CurreNt 
lOCatION BeCause OF 
FamIly Or FrIeNDs IN 
the lOCatION IN

43%
OF sItes assesseD



DeMogRApHICS

ages 0-5

ages 6-24*
ages 25-59 ages 60+

11% 41% 39% 9%

assesseD aNBar CrIsIs IDps By age grOup

mOst pOpulOus
VulNeraBIlItIes 
amONg aNBar IDps 
IN sItes assesseD

ChIlD at rIsK

IOm has assessed 616 locations in april and may which 
contain 365,533 anbar Crisis IDps. Over 40,000 anbar Crisis 
IDps under the age of 5 were identified in these sites assessed; 
this was 11% of the total IDp population. Interestingly, 
women outnumbered men in all age categories, from those 
under age 5 to those over age 60. there were more than 
83,000 women ages 25-59 in sites assessed, compared to 
over 59,000 men of the same age group.

the ethnosectarian makeup of anbar Crisis IDps and that 
of host community residents in their area of displacement 
were matching in 361 of the 616 sites assessed in april 
and may. understandably, no sites in the Kurdistan region 
of Iraq have matching ethnosectarian composition as the 
host community is predominately Kurdish, while those 
from anbar are predominately arab. 97% of the anbar Crisis 
IDp population assessed in april and may was arab sunni 
muslim, while 3% was arab shia muslim. as nearly all IDps 
are arab sunni, the distribution of IDps of this ethnosectarian 
background mirrors that of the overall IDp population, with 
the majority located within anbar and sizeable number in 
Baghdad, sulaymaniyah, erbil, and salah al-Din. Notably, 
40% of arab shia IDps were located in Baghdad, while 20% 
are in anbar and 12% were in Kerbala. 

Individuals with vulnerabilities were present in 560 of 616 sites 
assessed in april and may. the most populous vulnerabilities 
(those affecting the largest number of people) were 
children at risk, individuals with serious medical conditions, 
individuals who were either survivors or at risk of violence 
such as torture or gender-based violence, those at risk due 
to their profile, pregnant or lactating women, and female-
headed households. the most widespread vulnerabilities 
(those that were present in the largest number of sites) were 
female headed households, pregnant or lactating women, 
children at risk, and persons with a physical disability. 

12Dtm round III (may 2014) - IOm Iraq - shelter/NFI Cluster

INDIVIDuals wIth 
serIOus meDICal 

CONDItIONs

surVIVOr/at rIsK OF 
VIOleNCe

42/58
male/Female

42/58
male/Female

42/58
male/Female

41/59
male/Female

*this can further be broken down by ages 6-14 and 15-24 for sites assessed in april and 6-18 and 19-24 for sites assessed in may.
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VulNeraBIlItIes amONg assesseD aNBar CrIsIs IDps1

% of sites where vulnerability 
is present

Vulnerable Individuals

2 For example, torture or sexual/gender-Based Violence (sgBV)
3 For example, not attending school or involved in labor.
4 For example, high profile or minority.

In half of sites assessed, more than 34,000 children at risk (including those involved in labor and those 
without access to education) were identified. 63% of these children were located in sites assessed in anbar, 
while sulaymaniyah, Baghdad, and salah al-Din held 16%, 12%, and 7% respectively. more than 19,000 
individuals with serious medical conditions, chronic illnesses, and/or who are in need of medical attention 
were identified in 258 sites. Nearly all of these people at risk were in anbar and Baghdad. Just 94 sites 
held over 14,000 people who were either survivors or at risk of violence, such as torture or gender-based 
violence. Over half of these individuals were in sulaymaniyah, while salah al-Din and anbar each held 21%. 

Nearly 13,000 people at risk due to their profile, such as being high profile or part of a minority group, were 
noted in 123 sites assessed in april and may. 81% of these individuals were located in anbar, while 10% 
were in Baghdad. 11,704 pregnant or lactating women were identified, as well as 6,274 female-headed 
households. these vulnerabilities were the two most widespread, existing in 333 and 440 sites respectively. 
Both groups were fairly evenly spread between sites in anbar and Baghdad, with smaller numbers located 
in sulaymaniyah and salah al-Din. 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

survivors/
at risk of 
violence2

serious medical 
conditions

pregnant/
lactating women

Female headed 
households

Children at risk3

at risk due to 
profile4

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

1 the chart represents the most common vulnerabilities identified. the Dtm has also gathered information regarding minor headed households, orphans or lost family member, single 
headed households, unaccompanied minors, separated minors, persons with physical or mental disabilities, families with more than 10 dependents, and those with missing relatives.
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renting was the most common shelter type for IDps outside 
of anbar, with more than half (over 63,000) of the assessed 
displaced population living in  rented arrangements. Baghdad, 
sulaymaniyah, and salah al-Din hosted the vast majority of 
those who were renting, though only 40% of IDps in Baghdad 
were renting and 61% of those in salah al-Din. Nearly all (97%) 
of IDps in sulaymaniyah were living in rented accommodation, 
however. renting accommodation can place IDps in situations 
of increased financial instability as many families are without a 
source of income during their displacement. 

through assessments in may, the average rent cost per month 
for sites outside of anbar was 297 usD per month. erbil had the 
highest average rent cost at 406 usD; this high cost is likely due 
to the ratio of IDps renting within this governoratewhich will be 
compounded by the holiday season and usual annual increases 
in rent costs. IDps who were renting outside of anbar were 
without agreements or contracts 48% of the time.  Notably, 
no IDps in sulaymaniyah reported lacking a rental agreement, 
while all IDps renting in Kirkuk were without an agreement. 

more than 35,000 IDps outside of anbar (31%) were living with 
host families in sites assessed in april and may. Due to the 
responsive nature of the Dtm,  and in  collaboration with the 
hCt, it was noted from round I and round II of data collection 
that very different issues and vulnerabilities were present for 
anbar Crisis IDps being hosted by non-relatives versus those 
being hosted by family members. therefore, through round 
III data collection, shelter information of IDps living with host 
families was disaggregated by those hosted by non-relatives 
and those hosted by relatives.  21% of IDp families outside of 
anbar assessed in may were staying with host families that 
were non-relatives. this data can lead us to conclude that there 
are an estimated 7,000 IDps living with non-relatives in the 
sites assessed outside of anbar. the largest populations of IDps 
being hosted by non-relatives were located in the abu ghraib 
district of Baghdad and the al-mahawil district of Bablyon.  

ouTSIDe AnbAR

FOr 
reNt

OF IDps assesseD 
OutsIDe OF aNBar 
were lIVINg wIth 
hOst FamIlIes

31%

OF IDps assesseD 
OutsIDe aNBar were 
lIVINg IN reNteD 
aCCOmmODatION

56%

shelter suppOrt NeeDeD IN sItes assesseD OutsIDe OF aNBar*

*Word size is reflective of frequency of mention
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This IDP from Anbar was living 
with his relatives, in their small 
house in Kerbala in May. He suffers 
from a chronic kidney illness.
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ouTSIDe AnbAR
another type of accommodation that imposes a significant financial burden on an IDp family is motels 
and hotels; 8% of IDps (9,420 people) primarily in Dahuk and erbil governorates were living in this shelter 
type.

Due to the nature of displacement some IDps have found themselves living in particularly vulnerable 
types of shelter.  18% of sites assessed in april and may had shelters for IDps in poor condition. this was 
particularly concentrated in abu ghraib, adhamia, and Karkh districts of Baghdad; the Baiji and al-shirqat 
districts of salah al-Din; and the hilla district of Babylon. some IDps have found themselves living in types 
of shelter that were not originally designed for residential use; more than 3,500 people outside of anbar 
were living in particularly vulnerable housing types. 1,109 IDps, concentrated in Karkh district of Baghdad, 
samarra district of salah al-Din, Kirkuk district of Kirkuk, and ain al-tamur district of Kerbala, were living in 
informal collective shelters. 850 people were living in abandoned buildings or public spaces, 500 of which 
were located in one site in tikrit district of salah al-Din and many of the others were in 3 sites in Karkh 
district of Baghdad. 

although these shelter types are currently used by a small proportion of the overall number of IDps, the 
prevalence of renting accommodation could create a financial situation where IDps can no longer afford 
to stay in their current shelter arrangement, thus forcing them into vulnerable shelters such as the ones 
described. 
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ouTSIDe AnbAR
gOVerNOrate

# of IDps living 
in hotels/

motels

# of IDps living in the 
house of host family 

(non  relatives) 

# of IDps living 
in the house of 

relatives

# of IDps living in in-
formal settlements 
or collective shelter

# of IDps 
living in 

mosques
Babylon - 479 653 - -
Baghdad 42 974 26784 462 -
Basrah - 18 22 - -
Dahuk 2097 - - - -
Diyala - 180 595 - -
erbil 6259 90 667 - 500
Kerbala - 60 435 137 -
Kirkuk - 150 2260 210 24
missan - - 11 - -
Najaf - 11 - - 50
Ninewa - - 22 - -
Qadissiya - - 94 - -
salah al-Din 449 - 1732 300 4
sulaymaniyah 573 - - - -
thi Qar - 10 25 - -
wassit - 14 118 - -
tOtal 11158 1986 33418 1109 585

gOVerNOrate

# of IDps 
living 

in own 
house

# of IDps living 
in public 
buildings

# of IDps living 
in rented 
housing

# of IDps living 
in school 
buildings

# of IDps living 
in other types 

of shelter

total IDps 
assessed

Babylon 17 - 242 - - 1397
Baghdad 998 184 20253 - 93 49790
Basrah - 5 7 - - 52
Dahuk - 15 680 - - 2792
Diyala - - - - - 775
erbil - - 6148 - 154 13825
Kerbala - 59 1632 - 400 2783
Kirkuk - - 4390 20 50 7104
missan - - - - - 11
Najaf - 81 719 - - 861
Ninewa - - 207 - - 229
Qadissiya - - 135 - - 229
salah al-Din - 500 9391 100 222 13642
sulaymaniyah - - 19230 - - 19803
thi Qar - 6 93 - - 134
wassit - - 8 - - 140
tOtal 1015 850 63135 120 919 113561
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OF sItes assesseD IN 
aNBar haD IDps lIVINg 
IN hOuses/BuIlDINgs 
IN pOOr CONDItIONs

91%

Over 130,000 IDps, more than half of IDps assessed within anbar 
(53%), were living with host families. this type of shelter is 
widespread, with 95% of sites assessed in anbar in april and may 
containing IDps being hosted. as the crisis continues and the 
amount of time that IDps must be accommodated is prolonged, 
this living arrangement can place serious financial burdens on 
the host families. 

Due to the responsive nature of the Dtm,  and in  collaboration 
with the hCt, it was noted from round I and round II of data 
collection that very different issues and vulnerabilities were 
present for anbar Crisis IDps being hosted by non-relatives 
versus those being hosted by family members. therefore, 
through round III data collection, shelter information of IDps 
living with host families was disaggregated by those hosted 
by non-relatives and those hosted by relatives. For the 66 sites 
assessed in anbar in may, it was revealed that 20% of all IDps 
being hosted were living with non-relatives. If it can be assumed 
that this proportional distribution would be present in all sites 
in anbar, more than 20,000 people are being hosted by non-
relatives. particularly in the culturally conservative areas of Iraq, 
this shelter type places IDp families in a vulnerable and often 
uncomfortable position. Fallujah and heet together host the 
majority of IDp families living with hosts. Notably, none of those 
being hosted in heet were living with non-relatives. 

In AnbAR

*Word size is reflective of frequency of mention

An IDP family in Al Rutba was 
living with relatives in a home in 

poor condition in May.
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In AnbAR

OF assesseD IDp 
FamIlIes IN aNBar 
were lIVINg IN 
aBaNDONeD 
BuIlDINgs aND 
puBlIC spaCes

10%

IDps were lIVINg IN sChOOls IN 
assesseD sItes IN aNBar

20,698

the next most widespread and popular housing 
type in anbar is rented housing, with 24% 
of assessed IDps in anbar (42,086) utilizing 
this shelter type in 89% of sites (103). unlike 
hosting, where the vast majority of families were 
concentrated in just 2 districts, IDps who were 
renting were spread fairly evenly between the 
districts of haditha, ana, al-Qa’im, and ra’ua. 
though haditha contains only 6% of assessed 
IDps in the governorate, the district is host to the 
largest population of IDps who were renting. 

It was noted in round I and round II of Dtm 
that large numbers of families were renting their 
accommodation, as a result the assessment was 
expanded for round III data collection in may 
to include information regarding the average 
monthly rent cost as well as whether IDps have 
rental agreements. the average price for rent per 
month for assessed IDps in anbar was 223 usD. 
haditha and ana districts in anbar had the most expensive average rent per month at 296 usD and 292 
usD respectively; this is more than a 30% increase over the average rent price in the governorate.  these 
two districts also contain the largest numbers of renting IDps, which has most likely resulted in these high 
rent prices. al-rutba district within anbar had the lowest average monthly rent at 113 usD per month; 
this is almost 50% less than the governorate average price and may be due to it having only 8% of the IDp 
population within the governorate. the assessment in may highlighted that out of 18,914 IDps renting 
accommodation 17,780 reported that they did not have any formal rental agreement. this decreases the 
stability of IDp families renting properties; along with this, renting accommodation within anbar can be a 
huge financial pressure for IDp families and these findings highlight that more financial assistance could 
be useful in these areas.

more than 71,788 IDps in anbar were living in particularly vulnerable housing types in sites assessed in 
april and may.  Of particular concern is that 10% of assessed IDps, nearly 25,000 people, were living in 
abandoned buildings and public spaces. In ramadi, 23% of IDps were living in this shelter type; the district 
held 40% of IDps in anbar living in abandoned buildings/public spaces, while Fallujah was home to 27%. 
Formal and informal collective shelters held 10% of IDps in sites assessed in anbar. these individuals were 
nearly all concentrated in Fallujah, heet, and ramadi districts. schools were hosting 8% of IDps assessed 
in anbar, more than 20,000 people. 13% of IDps in Fallujah and 14% in ramadi were utilizing this shelter 
type. Further information regarding the use of schools as shelter for IDps can be found in the education 
section on page 23. similar to the findings of Dtm round II, 91% of sites assessed in april and may reported 
that shelter for anbar Crisis IDps was not in good condition, and IDps were living on average 4 people per 
room.
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In AnbAR

An IDP family was living in this 
abandoned building in Al Rutba 

district of Anbar in May.

lIVINg 
wIth hOst 

FamIlIes

reNteD 
hOusINg

sChOOls

aBaNDONeD 
BuIlDINgs 
Or puBlIC 

spaCes

Other 

assesseD IDp INDIVIDuals IN aNBar By shelter type
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OF sItes DID NOt 
haVe CleaN water 
aVaIlaBle FOr IDps IN 
suFFICIeNt QuaNtIty 
FOr NeeDs Other 
thaN DrINKINg

27%

29%
OF sItes haD 
INsuFFICIeNt  

water 
QualIty FOr 

DrINKINg 
FOr IDps

through the previous rounds of Dtm, IOm reported 
approximately 25% of the sites assessed did not have 
sufficient access to clean drinking water. as the Dtm 
has assessed and reassessed displacement sites at 
the end of round III, in 29% of locations IDps from 
the anbar Crisis did not have access to an adequate 
quality of drinking water. throughout each round, 
the governorates of concern have remained relatively 
constant; 85% of sites in anbar, 56% of sites in Kerbala, 
29% in salah al-Din and 18% of sites in Baghdad 
reported poor access to drinking water. the water 
network within anbar has been damaged and all 
projects to repair it were reported to be suspended. 
pipes have been broken or destroyed by shelling. 
the government provided a water service to specific 
neighborhoods for a set amount of time on a rotational 
basis, giving the residents a chance to store the water. 
In al-Qa’im, haditha, ra’ua and heet districts of anbar, 
water is available but there is a lack of sufficient 
chlorine to disinfect the water. al-rutba had access to 
the public water grid every twenty days and must rely 
on water trucks. round III has seen an increase in sites 
reporting concerns with access to potable water; this 
can be seen in relation to the displacement caused by 
the flooding of abu ghraib as there was a considerable 
increase in displacement locations in abu ghraib and 
Karkh that reported insufficient access to drinking 
water.  

round II (april) and round III (may) of the Dtm have 
shown little difference in the number of sites that did 
not have sufficient quantity of water for needs other than drinking. although this remains relatively low 
with 167 sites of 616 assessed and reassessed sites from april and may, it is still a significant proportion of 
sites with an importance to note that 59% of the sites to claim poor access were within anbar, 19% were in 
Baghdad, 11% were in salah al-Din and 6% in Kerbala similar to round II findings. 

IOm field staff continue to assess the sufficiency of toilets in schools and residences used by anbar Crisis 
IDps. through the course of the Dtm, it is clear that the majority of IDps assessed have access to toilets in 
both their schools and residences with just 25% of sites reporting no access; it is important to note that 
within anbar, 15% of sites assessed reported that IDps did not have access to proper toilet facilities. Of the 
districts in anbar; Fallujah, heet, ramadi, and haditha showed a particularly high proportion of sites with 
poor access to toilet facilities.  

Of the IDp population who sought refuge with host families, the majority (87%) were living in sites that 
claimed to not have access to separate toilets in residences. this is particularly pertinent in anbar and 
Baghdad. Overall, 372 of the 616 assessed sites reported that IDps did not have access to separate toilets 
and showers in residences, and within these sites it was identified that IDps occupied a range of settlement 
types; however, 48% of the IDps accommodated within these sites were living with host families with the 
majority residing in anbar and Baghdad, 85% and 12% respectively. 

most IDps did not have access to hygiene items in 27% of sites assessed, and 30% of sites reported that 
female IDps did not have access to sanitary napkins and other hygiene materials. the governorates of 
anbar, Baghdad, sulaymaniyah and Kerbala had particularly poor access to sanitation and hygiene items. 
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gOVerNOrate # of sites 
assessed

# of sites where anbar IDps did 
not have access to sufficient 

sanitation/hygiene items

# of sites where anbar IDp women 
and girls did not have access to sani-

tary napkins and hygiene material

anbar 116 64 55
Babylon 37 8 6

Baghdad 169 18 34
Basrah 8 2 1
Dahuk 28 1 -

Diyala 8 1 -
erbil 29 - 2

Kerbala 16 15 15
Kirkuk 16 3 2
missan 2 1 -
Najaf 20 1 5

Ninewa 9 6 6
Qadissiya 9 1 4
salah al-Din 55 6 17

sulaymaniyah 65 35 38
thi Qar 11 3 1
wassit 18 1 1
IraQ 616 166 187

gOVerNOrate # of sites 
assessed

# of sites where IDps did not have 
sufficient quality drinking water

# of sites without clean water available 
for IDps for needs other than drinking

anbar 116 99 99
Babylon 37 - -

Baghdad 169 31 32
Basrah 8 - 1
Dahuk 28 - -
Diyala 8 - -
erbil 29 - -

Kerbala 16 9 10
Kirkuk 16 5 3
missan 2 1 -
Najaf 20 7 1
Ninewa 9 4 1
Qadissiya 9 1 1

salah al-Din 55 16 18
sulaymaniyah 65 - -
thi Qar 11 1 -
wassit 18 3 1
IraQ 616 177 167

highest vulnerability governorates



HeAlTH
the number of sites that reported non-functioning health centers has remained low through round III 
assessments. Of the 616 assessed sites through round II and III, just 20% reported non-functioning health 
services. this was particularly noticeable in the governorates of anbar and salah al-Din: 47% of sites with 
non-functioning health services were in anbar and 36% were in salah al-Din. Outside of anbar, most 
commonly, it was reported that these assessed sites did not have access to health facilities before the crisis 
began. within anbar, it was reported that medical personnel could not report to the health facilities for 
work and that health facilities were reported to be located in an insecure area. excluding the governorates 
of anbar and salah al-Din, all other governorates reported that 94% of sites had access to functioning 
health facilities. 

although, generally, access to a functioning health facility is very good for IDps affected by the anbar 
Crisis, the quality to the service provided varies. 55% of sites assessed in april and may reported that public 
health centers did not have adequate medical supplies. this has slightly increased from 45% and 51% of the 
assessed sites in round I and II respectively, which may indicate a depletion of resources as displacement 
is prolonged. the governorates of most concern are anbar, salah al-Din and Baghdad as they held the 
greatest number of displacement sites with health centers without adequate medical supplies. 

when the sites were assessed regarding available and adequate healthcare services for IDp women, 49% 
reported that there was not adequate access, most of which were in anbar (districts of Fallujah, heet), 
Baghdad (districts of al resafa, abu ghraib, Karkh), salah al-Din, and sulaymaniyah.  the most commonly 
reported health issue for IDps in sites assessed was chronic illness. Other issues included fever and internal 
illnesses.
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gOVerNOrate # of sites 
assessed

# of sites where 
there were not 

functioning health 
services for IDps

# of sites where public 
health centers did not 

have adequate medical 
supplies

# of sites where 
health care was not 

adequate for IDp 
women

anbar 116 56 111 111
Babylon 37 2 17 4

Baghdad 169 4 35 56
Basrah 8 3 7 6
Dahuk 28 - - -
Diyala 8 1 2 5
erbil 29 - 3 2
Kerbala 16 2 6 7
Kirkuk 16 5 6 8
missan 2 - - 1

Najaf 20 - 19 19
Ninewa 9 1 9 8
Qadissiya 9 1 - -

salah al-Din 55 44 49 45
sulaymaniyah 65 1 3 23
thi Qar 11 1 1 6
wassit 18 - 2 3
IraQ 616 122 270 300

highest vulnerability governorates
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sChOOls IN sItes 
assesseD were 
hOstINg IDp 
FamIlIes177

school attendance is currently quite low for 
anbar Crisis IDps as compared to the nationwide 
averages, but it is assumed that as displacement 
prolongs rates of attendance may increase. In april 
and may, however, IDp children were not attending 
primary school in 51% of sites assessed (316) and 
were not attending secondary school in 52% of 
sites. these sites were concentrated in the heet 
and ramadi districts of anbar, all districts of salah 
al-Din, and sulaymaniyah district of sulaymaniyah.    
Overall, the governorates of the Kurdistan region 
of Iraq (Dahuk, erbil, and sulaymaniyah), had very 
poor attendance rates. No sites in Dahuk had IDps 
attending primary school, and only one location in 
amedi district had IDps attending secondary school. 
None of the sites in erbil reported that IDps were 
attending primary school and only 1 location in 
erbil district had IDps attending secondary school.  
Notably, in Baghdad, only 1 out of 169 locations 
assessed had IDp children not attending primary 
schools and in just 2 were they not attending 
secondary school. 

Insufficient documentation was the most 
commonly cited reason for non-attendance of 
primary and secondary schools. Documentation 
issues were concentrated most heavily in the 
governorates of the Kurdistan region (Dahuk, erbil, 
sulaymaniyah) and salah al-Din. another common 
reason hindering school attendance, particularly in 
anbar and salah al-Din, was full schools. 

In sulaymaniyah, after lack of documentation, 
the distance to school and financial reasons were 
the most commonly cited reasons preventing 
attendance.  IDps were hindered from attending 
primary and secondary school in salah al-Din due 
to financial reasons, as well as reportedly not being 
allowed to attend. sites in erbil, notably, stated 
that a language barrier was a top issue preventing 
attendance, as schools in erbil teach in Kurdish 
and anbar Crisis IDps speak arabic. Finally, a great 

number of sites in anbar stated that IDps were not 
attending primary or secondary schools for other 
reasons that were not specified. reporting from 
the field indicates that school attendance is low for 
several contributing reasons. many schools have 
been damaged in the fighting, and people do not 
feel that the security situation is stable enough to 
send their kids to school. as well, the large numbers 
of families living in schools is reportedly making it 
impossible for students to continue their education 
in those sites.

access to education is not only dependent 
on children enrolling into schools but also on 
having access to school buildings. In 75 of 116 
sites assessed in anbar, more than 20,000 IDps 
were living in 162 schools. In 2 sites in al-hawiga 
and Kirkuk districts of Kirkuk, 4 schools were 
accommodating 20 IDps. Finally, in 6 locations 
in tikrit district of salah al-Din, 11 schools were 
hosting 100 anbar Crisis IDps. when the number of 
schools present in the location is compared to the 
number of schools IDps are residing in, IDps were 
occupying 63% of available schools in these sites, 
hindering the ability of these schools to be used for 
educational purposes. Notably, none of the sites in 
salah al-Din where IDps were living in schools had 
IDps attending primary or secondary schools. IDps 
were attending primary and secondary schools in 
only 23 of the 76 sites in anbar. 

the need for education was not highly reported 
through the Dtm. with the crisis just 5 months 
in and the majority of those displaced wishing to 
return then it seems that education is not currently 
a top priority for IDps. Of the assessed sites in 
Dahuk, 30% of responses regarding assistance 
needed noted educational support. this aside, 
it was clear that education currently is not a high 
priority for IDp families throughout Iraq.
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prImary sChOOl

lack of sufficient 
documents

Other

school is 
full

Financial
reasons

Not allowed

Distance

46%

reasONs FOr NOt atteNDINg IN sItes assesseD

seCONDary sChOOl 44%

20 % 16%

9 %
9 %

8 %
8 %

6 %
6 %

6 % 9 %

gOVerNOrate # of sites 
assessed

# of sites where 
anbar IDps 

were living in 
schools

# of schools 
used to host 
IDps in sites 

assessed

# of sites where 
IDps were not 

attending 
primary school

# of sites where 
IDps were not 

attending 
secondary school

anbar 116 75 162 88 88
Babylon 37 - - 10 11
Baghdad 169 - - 1 2
Basrah 8 - - 2 2

Dahuk 28 - - 28 27
Diyala 8 - - 2 2

erbil 29 - - 28 27
Kerbala 16 - - 15 16
Kirkuk 16 2 4 5 13

missan 2 - - 1 1
Najaf 20 - - - 1
Ninewa 9 - - 3 2
Qadissiya 9 - - - -

salah al-Din 55 6 11 54 53
sulaymaniyah 65 - - 58 59
thi Qar 11 - - 7 6
wassit 18 - - 14 12
IraQ 616 83 177 316 322

highest vulnerability governorates
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uNaVaIlaBle COmmODItIes IN sItes assesseD*

aNBar CrIsIs IDps 
DID NOt haVe INFaNt 
COmmODItIes 
aVaIlaBle IN
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*Word size is reflective of frequency of mention
*Numerous sites had all commodities available, but were too expensive for IDPs to afford. These responses have been 
removed from the analysis for greater accuracy, but it is a pressing issue nonetheless.

87%
OF sItes IN salah al-
DIN

the prices of commodities have risen in many locations 
hosting IDps throughout Iraq. regardless of whether prices 
have increased or not, a large number of IDps in sites 
assessed by IOm were unable to afford adequate food for 
their families on a regular basis. 66% of the assessed sites 
in round II and III reported that IDps were unable to afford 
adequate food. this is primarily an issue in the governorates 
with the largest IDp populations, specificially anbar, 
Baghdad, sulaymaniyah, and salah al-Din. the highest 
percentage of sites that cannot afford food items are in the 
districts of Fallujah and heet in anbar and in sulaymaniyah 
district, while the greatest numbers of locations that can 
afford food were in Baghdad (al resafa, Karkh, and adhamia 
districts).
within 71% of the assessed sites, it was reported that anbar 
Crisis IDps had access to food and formula for infants. the 
majority of locations that reported unavailable infant food 
for IDps were located in Fallujah district of anbar and the 
tikrit district of salah al-Din. In anbar, 59% of sites did not 
have infant commodities available, while in salah al-Din, the 
figure was 87% of sites assessed in april and may.
In summary, the majority of locations reported that most 
food items are available within the location but they are too 
expensive and most IDp families cannot afford enough food 
to meet their needs as they have no or little formal income. 
throughout Iraq, and similarly to round II findings, food 
items are among the priority needs of those displaced by 
the anbar Crisis. specifically, the main commodities that 
were not available to anbar Crisis IDps were items ranging 
from flour and rice to sugar, oil, tea, milk, meat and fruits.

aNBar CrIsIs IDps 
COulD NOt aFFOrD 
COmmODItIes IN

66%
OF sItes assesseD
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930 food parcels were distributed 
to families in Heet, Anbar  by 
IOM on behalf of the World Food 
Programme on 5-7 May. 
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highest vulnerability governorates

gOVerNOrate # of sites 
assessed

# of sites where IDps could 
not afford commodities

# of sites where 
commodities for infant 

were not available for IDps

anbar 116 113 69
Babylon 37 19 3
Baghdad 169 54 14
Basrah 8 8 2
Dahuk 28 3 2
Diyala 8 8 1
erbil 29 27 -

Kerbala 16 15 12
Kirkuk 16 14 5
missan 2 2 -
Najaf 20 10 5
Ninewa 9 8 5
Qadissiya 9 - 2

salah al-Din 55 52 48
sulaymaniyah 65 57 7
thi Qar 11 1 -
wassit 18 15 1
IraQ 616 306 175



CoRe RelIef ITeMS (CRIs)
as families displace, most were forced 
to leave behind the majority of their 
household items. Core relief items have 
consistently been identified as a priority 
need through each round of the Dtm thus 
far; the continual supply of food and non-
food items is essential for responding to the 
anbar Crisis. 

as the crisis continues and the length 
of time in which families are displaced 
prolongs, there is an increasing possibility 
that IDps are depleting or will soon deplete 
their savings. this is reflected through the 
reported need for financial assistance. 
reports of insufficient cash suggest that 
IDps are without the means to service their 
own needs. In round II and round III, of 
the 616 assessed sites, 468 sites reported 
IDps without sufficient cash to meet their 
needs. subsequently, there was a need 
for cleaning supplies, cooking equipment, 
bedding, fuel and clothing. It is interesting 
to note that consistently the governorates 
of anbar, Baghdad, sulaymaniyah and salah 
al-Din are host to the majority of sites that 
report a greater need for CrIs, reflecting 
the proportionate IDp population in these 
governorates across Iraq. It is clear that, 
independent of the location, the need for 
CrIs is pressing; however, the extent of 
assistance should be proportional to the 
population.  

COre relIeF Items NeeDeD IN sItes assesseD*
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aNBar CrIsIs IDps DID 
NOt haVe suFFICIeNt 

Cash IN 

76%
OF sItes assesseD

*Word size is reflective of frequency of mention
*Non-food items and food items were the most commonly cited CRIs needed by far. These responses were removed 
from the analysis to display greater specificity. 

50%

there were IDps 
wIthOut 2 Full 
sets OF ClOthINg 
apprOprIate tO 
the ClImate IN

OF assesseD sItes
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IDps were 
wIthOut 
apprOprIate 
eQuIpmeNt tO COOK 
aND eat FOOD IN 

99%
OF sItes assesseD IN 
aNBar

gOVerNOrate # of sites 
assessed

# of sites where 
IDps did not have 

sufficient cash

# of sites without 
bedding available for 

most IDps

# of sites where IDps did 
not have appropriate 

equipment/material to 
cook and eat their food

anbar 116 116 114 115
Babylon 37 36 1 15

Baghdad 169 103 74 41
Basrah 8 5 5 3
Dahuk 28 23 - -
Diyala 8 6 - 3
erbil 29 3 3 3
Kerbala 16 14 13 13
Kirkuk 16 15 6 4
missan 2 1 2 2
Najaf 20 18 9 10
Ninewa 9 9 3 3
Qadissiya 9 4 2 1

salah al-Din 55 38 34 50
sulaymaniyah 65 59 52 55
thi Qar 11 6 2 1
wassit 18 12 1 4
IraQ 616 468 321 323

highest vulnerability governorates
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The IDP family living in this 
abandoned house in Al Rutba 
district of Anbar were without 

furniture and many other 
household items in May. 
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gOVerNOrate # of sites 
assessed

# of sites where 
most IDps did not 
have fuel available

# of sites with IDps without 
at least 2 full sets of clothing 

appropriate to the climate

# of sites without 
electricity avail-

able for most IDps

anbar 116 116 72 93
Babylon 37 23 19 1

Baghdad 169 45 45 8
Basrah 8 1 6 -
Dahuk 28 4 1 1
Diyala 8 3 4 -
erbil 29 - 17 -
Kerbala 16 14 13 2
Kirkuk 16 15 5 -
missan 2 1 2 -
Najaf 20 2 15 -
Ninewa 9 7 8 -
Qadissiya 9 2 3 -

salah al-Din 55 38 38 30
sulaymaniyah 65 43 58 7
thi Qar 11 1 2 1
wassit 18 1 2 -
IraQ 616 316 310 143

highest vulnerability governorates
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aNBar IDps’ 
mOVemeNt was 
restrICteD IN

28
sItes assesseD

sItes OutsIDe OF aNBar 
assesseD IN may haD 
less thaN 25% OF IDps 
regIstereD8 sItes assesseD IN aNBar 

haD Other partIes/
mIlItIas eNFOrCINg law 
aND OrDer33

security was one of the top priority needs reported for anbar Crisis IDps in 11 sites assessed outside of 
anbar in april and may. all of these sites were located in al-resafa district of Baghdad. Interestingly, none 
of these sites stated that IDps were not free to move from the area; however, IDps were unable to move 
freely in 24 sites in Baghdad, primarily in abu ghraib and Karkh districts. restrictions on movement were 
also noted in 1 site in Kerbala district of Kerbala, 1 site in Kirkuk district of Kirkuk, 1 site in Najaf district of 
Najaf, and 1 site in mosul district of Ninewa.

Other parties or militias were enforcing law and order in 33 of 116 sites assessed in anbar (27 of which 
were in Fallujah), as well as 2 sites in wassit where it was reported that the government of Iraq and other 
parties were jointly enforcing law and order. In all other sites assessed in april and may, law and order was 
enforced by either the government of Iraq or the Kurdistan regional government. 

Only 20 sites of the 296 assessed in may stated that 
anbar Crisis IDps did not feel safe. 13 of these sites 
were located in anbar (7 in ramadi, 4 in heet, 1 in 
haditha, and 1 in Fallujah), 6 were in Karkh district 
of Baghdad, and 1 was in al-Khalis district of Diyala. 
two of the sites in ramadi stated that IDps did not 
feel safe because they fear the expansion of the 
military operations to their area, while IDps did not 
feel safe in one of the sites in Karkh due to security 
tensions brought on by political changes. 

registration continues to be an issue in some areas 
of Iraq. reports were received from Kerbala that IDps 
from anbar were unable to register in may. similar to 
reporting from the past months, IDps within anbar 
are still unable to register with the Iraqi ministry of 
migration and Displacement (momD) due to access 
and security issues; local councils are registering 
IDps as possible for the purposes of aid distribution.  
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These IDP children in Kerbala are part of  a female-headed household; their mother was 
recently widowed when their father, a policeman in Ramadi, was killed in the violence.

as well, difficulties with registration outside of anbar continue to exist, primarily due to a lack of complete 
and/or correct documentation to prove anbar residency and personal identification. In Baghdad, 
specifically, IDps were required to provide documents issued in anbar in order to register; however, many 
residents of anbar had their official documents issued in Baghdad over the last 20 years, causing difficulties 
to prove anbar residency. 

In just 8 of the 230 sites assessed outside of anbar in may, it was reported that less than 25% of the anbar 
Crisis IDps in these sites were registered. all 8 sites had less than 30 IDp families in the site; these sites 
were spread between Babylon, Baghdad, Basrah, Diyala, Kirkuk, and salah al-Din. In 77 sites assessed 
through round III in may, 25-75% of IDps outside of anbar were registered in the location. these sites were 
most heavily concentrated in Baghdad and erbil. Despite some areas with low registration figures, more 
than 75% of anbar Crisis IDps were registered in 142 sites assessed outside of anbar in may; these sites 
were primarily in Babylon, Baghdad, Dahuk, Najaf, Kerbala, and erbil. as evidenced by the data collected, 
Baghdad has a large variety in the proportion of IDps registered in its sites. al resafa district in particular 
holds most sites where IDps had low levels of registration, and also holds many of the sites where 25-75% 
of IDps were registered.
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sItes haD reCeIVeD 
NO assIstaNCe

120

assIstaNCe NeeDeD IN sItes assesseD*

*Word size is reflective of frequency of mention

with the crisis continuing into a 6th month, the time 
that families are displaced prolongs and the need for 
assistance remains paramount. as the government, 
hCt and host communities respond to the crisis in aid 
of those displaced, of the 616 assessed sites through 
round II and round III of the Dtm, 488 have received 
assistance, while 120 have not yet received any aid.

423 had received NFI assistance and 366 had received food assistance. 88 sites had received cash 
assistance from government-led distributions, primarily focused in Baghdad, Kerbala, and erbil. 56 sites 
had received other financial assistance, and 34 had been in receipt of livelihood assistance. Currently, the 
distribution of assistance reflects the dispersion of IDps across Iraq. the governorates currently hosting 
the most IDps have received the majority of assistance: anbar, Baghdad, and sulaymaniyah. Further to 
this, the assistance that has been provided by all actors is responding well to the previous Dtm findings, 
which concluded CrIs and food to be among the highest priority needs of those displaced. shelter was 
also announced as a priority need and greater focus to support the shelter needs of IDps would allow for 
a more targeted response in relation to the previous need for assistance cited. 

Of the sites which had received assistance, it was reported that numerous actors have been part of the 
response. most commonly, assistance has been provided by the government of Iraq. Interestingly, the 
next most common providers were host community residents or family and friends. It is important to note 
that as the crisis prolongs, the burden to assist the displaced may begin to have a detrimental impact on 
the socioeconomic status of host community residents or the family and friends providing assistance. 

among IDps, round II and III found financial and NFI assistance as the two most pressing needs, but with 
food, shelter and employment opportunities still remaining within the highest needs of those displaced. 

Overall and in view of the round III findings in consideration of previous round results, 
the Dtm revealed that financial assistance, core relief items (CrIs), shelter and food 

remain the highest priority needs among the displaced population. these findings are in line with the 
humanitarian needs identified within the strategic response plan (srp). Following these needs, the Dtm 
identified many groups of individuals suffering from vulnerabilities who are in need of protection services. 
Nonetheless, as detailed in the srp and with specific gaps identified through the Dtm, a widespread 
response is needed, covering all sectors including health, wash and education. 

On the whole, anbar is by far the most vulnerable governorate for its IDp population, succeeded by salah 
al-Din, Baghdad, and sulaymaniyah. 



InfoRMATIon ReQueSTS:
additional information is available and will be provided upon written request. For the 
indicators published in this report, all can be further broken down to the governorate, 
district, or site-level. please contact iomiraqinforequests@iom.int for more information.

fuRTHeR DTM InfoRMATIon:

updated reporting on the Dtm can be accessed at:  
 

www.iomiraq.net

please follow Dtm activities worldwide on Facebook:  
 

https://www.facebook.com/globalDtm 

www.iomiraq.net

